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Abstract 

The thesis aimed to find optimal shot sequences using sequential market basket analysis from 

different court positions using domain expert agreed court tessellations (Court Segments) and for 

different player types determined by using unsupervised learning (clustering) (Figure 1). 

Accurately determining this information can provide benefits to coaches and tennis academies to: 

- better setup training for specific players

- be used alongside talent identification models to help nurture players unique game styles from

early in their development

- scout opponents and strategise game plans

Figure 1: High Level project components – 1. Optimal Shot Sequences 2. Court Position 3. Player Types 

The K-Prototypes clustering algorithm was used to infer player types. The algorithm was selected 

over other algorithms by a majority of domain experts.  The cluster group sizes were determined using 

the knee/elbow method and the cluster cohesion and separation was assessed using silhouette 

coefficient testing.  

Sequential Market Basket Analysis was applied to spatio-temporal data with the player clusters to 

determine shot sequences, which were then pruned using multi-metric thresholds including support 

and lift. Shot Sequences were evaluated using a derived weighted per point outcome and compared to 

various intuitive baselines.  
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Terminology 

Shot Sequence, Shot Chain & Shot Combination: In the tennis community shot sequences is used 

interchangeably with shot chains and shot combinations, for the purposes of this thesis we will refer to 

this as shot sequence. The shot sequence definition encompasses the ground stroke shot being used 

(e.g. forehand or backhand) as well as the direction type (e.g. cross court, inside-out etc).  An example 

of shot sequence could look like: Backhand-Line → Forehand middle. 

Serve:  The serve (or service) is the first shot played in each game. The serving player tosses the ball 

in the air and hits it to land in the service box on the opposite – diagonal – side of the court. On each 

point, if a player misses their first serve, they may play a second serve.[1] 

 

Groundstroke: The shot played after the ball has hit the ground. Groundstrokes are often played 

nearer the baseline, but can happen anywhere on the court. [1] 

 

Volley: This shot is when the ball is hit by the player before it hits the ground. Volleys are often 

played close to the net, but can happen anywhere on the court. [1] 

 

Forehand: A groundstroke or volley played with the palm of the racket hand facing the direction of 

the shot. Forehand groundstrokes are typically referred to as ‘forehands’. [1] 

 

Backhand: A shot played with the back of the racket hand facing forward toward the direction of the 

shot. Backhand groundstrokes are typically referred to as ‘backhands’. [1] 

 

Ad side of the court: The half of the court, where the server hits his serve on odd number scoring. It 

can be used as a reference to where the player make contact with the ball. 

Deuce side of the court: The half of the court, where the server hits his serve on even number 

scoring. It can be used as a reference to where the player make contact with the ball. 
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Introduction 

 

The 2019 Wimbledon Final was memorable. Novak Djokovic saved match points winning the final in 

the event’s first super tiebreak. However, could it have been different? Late in the final set, Roger 

Federer had a match point and chose to serve out wide to the ad-court, following this up with an 

inside in forehand and advances up the court – He ends up losing the point when Novak Djokovic hits 

a cross court passing shot. Roger Federer would end up losing the match. 

 

Figure 2: Wimbledon 2019 Final – Match point #2 for Roger Federer – Was his shot combination appropriate? 

Many observing the final would question this moment: 

- Did Federer make the right shot selection to approach? 

- Could he have set up his shot sequences to prevent his opponent a forehand cross court 

passing opportunity? 

- From the start of the match what shot sequences should he have played more often to win the 

match? 

An understanding of shot sequences from court positions for player types would go some way to 

answering the above. 

Importance of shot sequences in tennis 

Tennis is an open skill sport with many shot choices and combinations available to a player from 

different court positions.[2] The ability to evaluate and predict best shot sequences from specific court 

positions can help coaches, players and academies maximise opportunities. For instance: 

- When scouting opponents and strategizing - understanding how to retain ascendancy in a 

rally by hitting a certain combination of shots that maximise the chances of winning a point; 

or to manoeuvre their opponent to uncomfortable locations can be the difference in a sport 

with fine margins between winning and losing.[3] 

- Helping develop junior athletes in a tailored manner specific to their player type. This 

can fast track a player understanding their strengths and weaknesses from different court 

locations. This information combined with existing talent identification models in tennis[4] 

that can predict a junior players anthropometric characteristic when adults, will allow the 
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coaching team and player to work on shot sequences that will provide them the best benefit as 

an adult player. It can also help identify changes required early on in relation to their technical 

aspects – e.g. grip or backhand type to give them the best opportunity to play a certain way. 

 

The problem and the complexity around it 

Currently shot sequence information for specific player types, whilst sought after, is not available 

from peer reviewed research-based sources. As a result, there is an over reliance on anecdote to get 

this information. A key challenge to addressing the problem can be summarised into three distinct 

components:    

a) Determining different player types.  

b) Tessellating the court in line with the contemporary game 

c) Finding Shot Sequences that work best for different player types from court locations. 

 

The aim of the project 

The research project will use anthropometric and technical player data from the top 100 ranked 

Association of Tennis Professional (ATP) and Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) players to derive 

player type groupings using the unsupervised learning technique of clustering. 

A contemporary tessellation of the tennis court into segments is agreed with domain experts. 

The project will then use Hawk-eye system (spatio-temporal) data and apply sequential market basket 

analysis to determine shot sequences that are more associated and successful for different player types 

from different court segments. 
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Literature Review 

 

Aim and Scope of Review 

 

The scope of this literature review will be research papers relating to: 

a) Finding Shot Sequence that work best for different player types from court locations. 

b) Determining different player types.  

 

The aim of the literature review is to ascertain how much of the required analysis components have 

already been addressed by existing work, and to determine what gaps remain. For a detailed 

understanding of the Literature review strategy – see Appendix A. 

 

Results 

The literature review results will be set out using a topical order addressing the key sub-problems and 

additional literature relevant for small components of the research problem. 

a) Finding Shot Sequences 

In relation to finding shot sequences, theoretical areas of association rule mining and sequential 

market basket analysis will be explored. 

 

Association Rule Mining and Market Basket Analysis 

Association rule mining is a well-established key data mining technique that has been used for 

knowledge discovering of associations between variables of datasets.[5] Rules in an itemset are 

determined using if-then associations between items ( also known as antecedent-consequent 

associations).[6] For example- If Backhand Cross is hit, then Backhand Line is hit.  

The rule mining can show how frequently certain events occur with other events. The application of 

association rule mining is found in the Market Basket Analysis (MBA) technique.[7] MBA has come 

to prominence due to retailers using it to uncover associations between items in large transaction 

datasets.  Using a similar approach in the proposed research, MBA will be used to find association 

between tennis shots – e.g. Forehand Cross and Backhand Line. 
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Three common metrics are used to evaluate the strength of the association rules – Support, 

Confidence and Lift highlighted in Equation 1, Figure 3 and Equation 2.[7] 

 

 

Equation 1: Support is the percentage of transactions that contain all the items in a target itemset 

  

Figure 3: Confidence is the probability that a transaction that contains the items on the antecedent (left hand side) of the 

rule also contains the item on the consequent (right hand side) of the rule.  

 

 

Equation 2: The probability of all of the items in a rule occurring together. 

 

MBA was applied in sport in Wenninger et al[8] in the context of finding volley ball hit patterns that 

could provide a tactical advantage in elite competition. The research used data collected from 413 

men’s and 552 women’s top-level matches at world tour events which were annotated by professional 

volleyball analysts. The data quality used in the research met a minimum Cohen’s k-statistic threshold 

to ensure there was substantial agreement between annotators.[8] Annotated rally transactions were 
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created based on each unique time step of the rally with all indicators captured (see Figure 4) and item 

sets rules were created – e.g. Block_Pos_Line => Def_Pos_Line. 

 

 

Figure 4: Rally Indicators annotated in Wenninger study 

 

To refine the item sets the study uses a variation of the apriori algorithm [7]  which specifies a 

minimum confidence as well as support to prune rules. 

 

Figure 5: Apriori Algorithm steps 

 

For the Wenninger et al[8] study the following thresholds for individual player analysis were set: 

- a minimum support of 5% and  

- minimum confidence of 50%. 

The reason for these thresholds was the desire to find interesting rules for individuals but still refine 

the rules down to a manageable amount to analyse only important ball hit sequences. With more shot 

types in tennis than volleyball, there will be more permutations of shot sequences, hence setting a 

slightly lower support and confidence is required.  
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Sequential Market Basket Analysis (SMBA) 

In elite sport often the events sequence is important, something which traditional MBA does not 

accurately measure.[9] The Kamakura[9] paper introduces the concept of Gain and Relation to MBA 

which helps measure the impact of sequence on the strength of association where additional 

information like a transaction time variable is also available.[9] Gain directly measures how the prior 

selection of one item (e.g. Forehand Cross) affects the likelihood that another item (e.g. Backhand 

Cross) is subsequently selected. This is important as Traditional MBA measures only imply joint 

occurrence of the events.[9] 

Equation 3: Gain calculation in SMBA 

The Kamakura[9] paper also introduces the metric Relation which uses conditional probability to 

evaluate the order of transactions, and categories the following types of association pairs:   

Equation 4: Various Relation  classifications from Kamakura Paper of SMBA 

The application of SMBA will be important to finding shots that are associated together and occur in a 

specific order. 
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Figure 6: Sequence of shots is important (the rule in the top diagram is different to the bottom) 

 

Same item in Antecedent and Consequent 

In Wenninger et al[8] by incorporating timestep, an item order variables into an analysis, the rules are 

able to have the same item in the antecedent and consequent – e.g. forehand Line (shot 1)→ Forehand 

Line (shot 2) – because shot 1 occurs before shot 2 is considered the antecedent. 

 

Application to Tennis data 

Weidner et al[10] applied association rule mining with spatio temporal tennis data to find maximal 

non-redundant association rules in tennis data.  

The research uses variables including tennis shot type (e.g. forehand, backhand), ball trajectories , ball 

bounce location, shot result (e.g. winner, error) and time of shot to create association rules which are 

pruned using the apriori algorithm.[10] Before the association rules are created, ball bounce coordinates 

are mapped to N x M court tessellation regions in Figure7. This is done because the research correctly 

identifies the probability of exact coordinates occuring on ball bounces is low, and as a result too many 

rules would be created wihout mapping.[10]  While the research left it open to choose different N and 

M region amounts, it made no justification on why the court tessellation regions used in the final results 

were selected – e.g. it does not follow existing tennis literature on tennis court regions or have a domain 

expert citing that the regions used are appropriate.  
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Figure 7: Weidner - Tessellation of tennis court 

All the association rules created are then narrowed by removing redundant and non–maximal 

association rules.  

 

b) Determining Player Types using clustering 

Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique that divides the data points into different groups with 

similar traits and assigns them into clusters. It was used in Wenninger as the authors believed the 

simplicity of the technique allowed it to be communicated better to non-technical audiences.[8] 

Clustering of tennis players anthropometric and individual features into groups with different 

performance was used in Cui[11]. Variables used for clustering in the Cui research included - match 

statistics and anthropometric features of 1,188 male players competing during 2015–2017 Grand Slam 

singles events. Some of these variables included - height, weight, experience, playing hand, and 

backhand style. This study did not go far enough in relation to variables used to distinguish techniques 

related to tennis players. Mehaffey[12]  alludes to the way the racquet is gripped by a player, impacts 

their swing paths and consequently their game style.[12] Therefore not having this technique related 

variable may prevent optimal player clusters forming in the Cui study. Further, a gap the Cui research 

was that it only used data collected on male athletes. The cluster formed in this research may not be 

representative of female tennis players.  

The Cui study used a combination of data provided from official tournaments (including Hawkeye 

data), and other data captured from the official Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) 

website.[11] 

The study then used a two-step cluster analysis with log-likelihood as the distance measure 

undertaken to classify players according to height, weight, handedness, backhand style and 

professional experience. The original data was grouped into pre-clusters by constructing a cluster 
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features tree, then the standard hierarchical clustering algorithm on the pre-clusters was used and 

provided a range of solutions with different numbers of clusters.[11] 

Finding the optimal amount of clusters 

Cui uses the Schwartz’s Bayesian criterion (BIC), the BIC change value, the ratios of BIC changes 

and ratios of distance measures to find the optimal number of clusters. It purports that the better 

clusters will have[11]: 

- A lower BIC value;

- Larger value of BIC change;

- Larger ratio of BIC; and

- Larger ration of distance measures

The study results found the optimal number of clusters was four by comparing fifteen clustering 

solutions. 

Figure 8: Cui – Optimal amount - Four Player clusters 

Quality of clustering model and most important variables 

Cui[11] evaluates the quality of the clustering model using average silhouette coefficient, which is a 

measure of both cohesion and separation, with the following mapping of scores: 

- −1.0 – 0.2: Poor model;

- 0.2 – 0.5: Moderate to fair model;

- > 0.5 very good model

The study also ranked the most important variables according to predictive importance and found 

backhand style and handedness were the most important predictors, while professional experience was 

the weakest predictor (see Figure 9).  

Performance characteristics of the player clusters evaluated 

Once the player groups were formed, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to 

evaluate differences of all 29 performance variables among them.  
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Figure 9: From Cui: Predictor importance of input variables from two-step cluster analysis and description of player groups 

by cluster analysis. 

Conclusion 

The reviewed literature can go part of the way in addressing the problem statement. 

Finding optimal shot sequences from court locations 

The research in Wenninger[8] highlighted that association rule mining, in particular MBA can be used 

in an elite sports setting to provide a strategic advantage.[8]  

The SMBA technique in Kamakura[9] can be applied with tennis data using time ordered shot data so 

that the importance of shot sequence order is not missed. The approach in Weidner of mapping hawk-

eye ball bounce coordinate data into tessellated court regions prior to finding association rules is a 

good approach to minimise rules and find high quality associations, however a more appropriately 

tessellated court should be developed with a domain expert before ball coordinates are mapped. 

Determine player types 

Different player types can be determined by adopting the clustering approach in Cui[11] using 

anthropometric and individual player feature variables while selecting an optimal amount of player 

clusters using BIC. Different algorithms types can be trialled, not just replicating the hierachicial 

clustering algorithm in that paper. Additional variables should be used for clustering which could 

improve the quality of the clusters, namely shot grip variables collected using a similar process to that 

in Eng & Hagler[13], where 6-8 high quality images are used to annotate the player’s grip (See 

Appendix 2 for more detail).  
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The proposed research would aim to address some of the gaps in the problem not resolved by the 

research above, including: 

- Working with domain experts to determine an appropriate amount number of shot 

combinations to develop association rules for; 

- Determine an appropriate court tessellation for contemporary tennis playing styles; 

- Develop a tool, like a drill through dashboard to allow non-technical users (tennis coaches) to 

use and interact with the information from the study at both a macro and micro level. 
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Methods 

 

The research involves deriving player clusters and then performing sequential market basket analysis 

(See Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Proposed Research Steps 

 

Data Collection 

The following broad types of data will be collected for the project: 

- Player Anthropometric 

- Technical player grips 

- Player positional and ball tracking 

 

Anthropometric Data 

Data related to anthropometric characteristics of tennis players was scraped from player tour websites 

including the WTA, ATP, and ITF websites. At the time of web scraping (04/21/2021) the terms and 

conditions of the respective organisations and relevant ethical considerations were complied with. 

Player Grip Data 

Player forehand grip (Figure 11) and backhand grip (Figure 12) was manually coded according to how 

players held the racquet bevel by viewing players hitting shots in videos and high-definition images. 

Manual classification was conducted by two separate persons with tennis certifications, including one 
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who has a Tennis Australia High-Performance Coaching qualification (Domain Expert). The inter-

rater agreement was 96% and Cohen’s Kappa of 0.89 which indicated strong agreement[14]. 

All variances in classification were within half a grip (e.g. Eastern vs Half Continental-Eastern). Where 

the two manual coders had different classifications, the high-performance coach classifications took 

precedence. 

 

Figure 11: Forehand Grip Diagram – Where base knuckle of index hand should sit 

 

 

Figure 12: Backhand Grip Diagram – Where the base knuckle of the index hand should sit 

An alternative deep learning approach to code grips was developed but ultimately not used (more info 

in Appendix 3). 

Hawkeye player positional and ball tracking data 

Structured Hawkeye data which included shot location, ball trajectory, racquet connection point, 

match score and shot type variables was provided by Tennis Australia. As part of the Extract 

Transform Load (ETL) process some variable reduction was performed to ensure only useful 

variables were used (More information in the Data Analysis section) 

Domain Expert Reliance 

Various components of the project relied on input, guidance and decision making by all or some of 

the domain experts listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Domain Experts used for components of the project 

 

Data Analysis 

 

Player Type Clustering 

Tennis players have various physical differences due to gender, height and weight [15]; and technical 

differences due to open and closed grips[16] , backhand types [17] and player handedness[18] which 

influence how they play the game including shot options from different court positions. 

Before determining optimal shot sequences from different court positions, it’s important to group 

players into player types, with a focus on finding groups that play differently from different parts of 

the court. 

Benefits of clustering include: 

- Dealing with limited player match samples 

- Context for results to coaches 

- Useful filter in practical tools like a dashboard 

 

Why cluster with anthropometric and technical data only? 

Approaching clustering only using anthropometric and technical data ensures scalability in application 

to more players, as this data is much more accessible than detailed playing statistics. This approach is 

taken factoring in the lack of spatio-temporal data available for lower tier professional events outside 

certain junior grand slams.  

 

Variable Selection 

Data Set variables used for clustering 

The variables used for the clustering include:  Height, Weight,  Right/Left, Backhand Type, Forehand 

Grip, Dominant Hand Backhand 
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Figure 13: Screen shot of dataset highlight the variables used for Clustering 

 

Clustering Algorithm  

Due to the significant difference in psychological, anatomical and biomechanics between male and 

female players [19], the clustering dataset was split on gender. 

Additionally because player handedness differences cause differences in serve[18] and shot options 

for players[20] with opposing playing hands, the data set was further split on handedness. 

Separate clustering processes were run for all these partitioned data sets and compared to clustering 

where no partitioning was done on the dataset, with the former being preferred by a majority (8/9) of 

domain experts reviewing the cluster partitions. A union of the separately generated cluster sets was 

performed to have a single consolidated file - See Figure 14 for process. 

Country, age, ranking data removed as relevance to clustering into groups for the purpose of finding 

differences in shot options from court positions was considered low or detrimental. BMI was not used 

because it is derived off a calculation using the Height and weight variables.  

The clustering process was trialled with and without technical player grip variables (Forehand Grip 

and Dominant Hand Backhand Grip). The resulting player clusters were evaluated by domain experts 

with 8 out of 9 selecting player clusters generated with technical player grips being used.  
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Figure 14: Clustering - Pre clustering dataset partitioning and Post clustering consolidation process 

 

Clustering algorithms  

The following clustering algorithms were used to develop various cluster sets: 

1. K Means[21] - converting categorical variables into integers 

2. K Mode[22] - converting numerical variables into categorical bins (e.g. Height Bins) 

3. K Prototypes using  

a. Huang initialisation[23]  (frequent categorisation to initial k-modes) – K Prototypes 

X; and  

b. Cao Initialisation [24] (density of the data point and the dissimilarity value 

categorisation) – K Prototypes 

4. Agglomerative Hierarchical[25] by converting the categorical variables into integers and 

using the dynamic cut method to draw appropriate points to cut off clusters on dendrogram 

Variable data type conversions 

For K Means, K Prototypes and Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering methods, the categorical 

variables of Forehand Grip and the Dominant Hand Grip were converted into continuous variables as 

the order of the grips have an inherent meaning, e.g. a continental grip is considered ‘more open’ and 

further in distance from a Western grip than an Eastern grip is from a Western grip.  

This data type change was also actioned when using the K Prototype algorithm despite it being 

capable of handling categorical variables, as the algorithm performs distance-based partitioning of 
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continuous variables better than dissimilarity-based partitioning of categorical variables on a data set 

of the size used in this project.[26] 

 

Figure 15: Grip Scale 

For K-Means and Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering methods the categorical variable, Backhand 

Type (single handed vs double handed) which does not have an inherent order required the creation of 

a new derived variable – Backhand Type Grip (More info in Appendix 4).  

All continuous variables were standardised prior to clustering.[27] 

Optimal Cluster Size 

Optimal cluster sizes for the above cluster sets were evaluated using  

- Knee/Elbow Method[28] by visually comparing the difference of the sum of square error 

(SSE) for each cluster. 

- Silhouette Coefficient (SC) cohesion and separation testings[29] which factors how close the 

data point is to other points in the cluster, and how far away the data point is from points in 

other clusters. SC scores range from -1 to 1, with scores above 0.25 aimed for.[30] 

- Akaike's Information Criteria (AIC)[31] – goodness of fit for datapoints in a cluster using a 

penalty based approach 

- Bayesian information criterion (BIC)[31] – similar to AIC but using a larger penalty term. 

Domain Expert Cluster Selection 

Nine Domain experts ranked the groupings generated by the above clustering algorithms in a template 

(Figure 16) based on criteria in Figure 17. They were also asked for a qualitative opinion on if certain 

cluster sizes should be increased. 

 

Figure 16: Ranking Template for generated clusters – with examples in italics entered 
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Figure 17: Criteria guide sent to coaches to evaluate cluster ranked order 

Variance Influence on cluster makeup 

Using a random forest classifier, variable influence was determined for the selected K-Prototypes 

algorithm. 

Analysis of Clusters 

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to evaluate the differences of all 10-surface 

rating and contextual performance variables among distinct player groups.[11] To conduct the 

MANOVA analysis: 

- surface specific Elo ratings were derived based on match results. 

- key contextual performance variables were scraped from ATP and WTA statistics pages. These 

include – Aces, First Serve Points won, Second Serve Points won, First Return Points won, and 

Second Return Points won 

- Linear and Lateral movement averages were acquired from the Data Driven Sports Analytics match 

database 

Court Segment Determination 

In line with the domain experts understanding of the modern game, the Court was tessellated into 

segments that grouped where shots were being hit from (see Figure 18). 
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Figure 18: Court Tessellation of agreed court segments 

 

Tennis Shot Classification and Level of Detail 

The shot classification took into account where the player hit the shot from and where it landed on the 

other side of the court.  Using the hitpoint, IsGrounstroke, Short Arc Start Y  and ProjectedBallMark 

Y variables tennis shots with a level of detail describing the direction was classified in the dataset (see 

Figure 19 – Forehand and Figure 20 – Backhand). A domain expert reviewed and endorsed the 

approach. 

 

Figure 19: Level of Detail for Forehand Shot classifications based on Hawkeye 
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Figure 20: Level of Detail for Backhand Shot classifications based on Hawkeye 

Shot sequence analysis - Sequential Market Basket Analysis (SMBA) 

 

Data Structuring in ETL tool 

In the Tableau Prep Extract Transform Load (ETL) tool, shot sequences were derived first by 

joining the dataset with itself and matching on the shot ID with the derived Impact Player 

Next shot ID (Shot ID -2) and Unique Point ID, a two-shot sequence can be created (see 

Figure 21 for data model and applied join clause). Using the ETL tool, data was restructured 

(See Figure 22) to input into python to perform SMBA. 
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Figure 21: ETL Tool data model – Showing where dataset joined on itself to create shot sequences 

 

Figure 22: Player Cluster and Spatio Temporal data restructured to perform Sequential Market Basket Analysis 
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Finding shot chains to evaluate 

Rules (shot chains) were created by restructuring the data in python using one-hot encoding 

for all detailed shot options (see Figure 23) and running rule mining code. A sequential rule - 

A => C is created based on shot 1(S1) and shot 2(S2) in the dataset. S1 is the antecedent(A), 

and S2 is the consequent(C). 

 

Figure 23: One hot encoding of all first and second shot options 

 

To assist in the analysis process of all shot sequences the following metrics were used or 

derived to help with multi-metric filtering - See Figure 24: 
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Figure 24: Shot Chain Suitability evaluation (Blue), Success evaluation (Orange) and Context providing metrics (Grey) 
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Shot Chain Suitability Evaluation – More meaningful rules to analyse 

Support is used to measure the frequency of an itemset in a database (Formula in Equation 5). 

E.g. how frequently Backhand Middle and Forehand Middle occur together. The higher the 

support percentage, the more frequently the itemset occurs.  

 

Equation 5: Support Formula 

Confidence is used to determine the probability a transaction that contains the items on the 

left-hand side of the rule also contains the item on the right-hand side (Formula in 

Equation 6). This metric is not symmetrical, hence Forehand middle → Backhand Middle is 

different to Backhand Middle → Forehand Middle. 

𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐟𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞(𝐀 → 𝐂) =
𝐏(𝐀, 𝐂)

𝐏(𝐀)
 

Equation 6: Confidence Formula 

 

Support and Confidence will be used reduce the shot chains analysed. A support of 3%, as 

well as a confidence of 10% is set by considering the shot sequence permutations and by 

reference to other Market Basket Analysis with similar data set size and transaction 

permutations.[8] 

Lift is used help determine which shot sequences are more associated and less random by 

looking at how much more often the antecedent and consequent of a rule A→C occur 

together than if they were statistically independent (Formula in Equation 7). For example, 

how much more likely is backhand middle and forehand middle to occur together than 

random. Lift scores are interpreted as follows: 

- Lift = 1; implies relationship between A and C is random 

- Lift > 1; implies that there is a positive relationship between A and C (occurs more 

than random) 

- Lift < 1; implies that there is a negative relationship between A and C (occur less than 

random) 

A minimum lift of 1.4 is used in this analysis.  
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𝐋𝐢𝐟𝐭(𝐀 → 𝐂) =
𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐟𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞

𝐏(𝑪)
 

Equation 7: Lift Formula [Range 0, Ꝏ] 

Leverage is derived to compute the difference between the observed frequency of A and C 

appearing together and the frequency that would be expected if A and C were independent.[5] 

It can help determine how many more shot sequences occur together than independently 

(Formula in Equation 8). A minimum leverage of 2% is used in this analysis.  

𝐋𝐞𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐠𝐞(𝐀 → 𝐂) = 𝐬𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐀 → 𝐂) − 𝐬𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐀) × 𝐬𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐂) 

Equation 8: Lift Formula [Range -1, 1] 

Conviction is calculated to determine how dependent the consequent is on the antecedent and 

measures the implication strength of the rule from statistical independence[32] (Equation 9 

formula). Conviction helps isolate rules with high occurring shots like backhand middle 

cross. Backhand middle cross can occur with almost any other shot, but that does not always 

imply their relationship. By using conviction, it ensures considering all the other 

combinations that backhand middle cross is paired with to weight your association. 

A minimum conviction of 1 is used in this analysis.  

𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧(𝐀 → 𝐂) =
𝟏 − 𝐬𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐂)

𝟏 − 𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐟𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞 (𝐀 → 𝐂)
 

Equation 9: Conviction Formula [Range 0, Ꝏ] 

The Zhang metric is also calculated to help determine the level of association or 

disassociation for shot chains[33] (Formula in Equation 10). Zhang scores are interpreted as 

follows: 

- +1 indicates perfect association 

- −1 indicates perfect dissociation 

- 0 indicates no association 

A minimum Zhang metric of 0.5 is used in this analysis.  
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𝐙𝐡𝐚𝐧𝐠(𝐀 → 𝐂) = 

𝐬𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐀 → 𝐂) −  𝐬𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐀)𝐒𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭(𝐂)

𝑴𝒂𝒙[𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕(𝑨𝑪)(𝟏 − 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕(𝑨)), 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕(𝑨)(𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕(𝑪) − 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕(𝑨𝑪))]
 

Equation 10: Lift Formula [Range -1, 1] 

 

Shots occurring in a sequence 

The Gain statistic is calculated to determine the gain (loss) in probability of shot C occurring 

after a previous shot A, relative to the unconditional probability P(C).[9] It shows the 

increase/decrease in odds of shot C being hit after shot A. It is based on sequence, a point of 

difference to previously defined lift (Formula in Equation 11). 

 

𝐆𝐀𝐈𝐍 [𝑨 → 𝑪] =
𝑷[𝑨 − 𝑪]

𝑷[𝑪]
− 1 

Equation 11: Gain Formula  

Using Gain we can calculate Relation classifications, of which we only rely on sequences that are 

classified as occurring in an ‘A→C sequence’ or are classified as ‘Complements’ for this project. 

 

Equation 12: Relation Classifications  

Success Evaluation Metrics 

Shot chain success is evaluated by breaking up the shot chains results being played by: 

- Point Won Immediately  

- Point Won Eventually 

- Point Lost Immediately 

- Point Lost Eventually 

A weighted per point outcome is derived using the formula in Equation 13 with assigned weights of 

1.5 for both Immediate Point Wins and Losses based on domain expert guidance. 
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Equation 13: Weighted Per Point Outcome (WPPO) Formula 

Shot chains success was also evaluated against the following baselines – a) High level Shot chains 

(e.g. Forehand → Forehand); b) Any two shots being hit. 

 

Context Providing Metrics 

The best performing shot sequences will be presented with: 

- Number of unique players hitting the shot sequence 

- Maximum contribution percentage by one player to the total of the shot sequences 

- Average ranking of the executed shot chain 

 

 

Equation 14: Average Ranking of Executed Shot Formula 
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Results 

Clustering 

Algorithm Selection 

The clustering generated by the K-Prototypes algorithm with Cao initialisation was selected from 5 

different clustering solutions based on majority selection of Domain experts (6 of 9) and the best 

average ranking. 

 

Figure 25: Cluster Selection by Domain Experts 

Cluster Size 

Table 2 and Table 3 show the cluster sizes selected for each of the cluster algorithms used on the ATP 

and WTA datasets respectively.  

 
Table 2: ATP Cluster Sizes 

 

Table 3: WTA Cluster Sizes 

The cluster size for the selected clustering algorithm (K-Prototypes with Cao Initialisation) were 

determined by reference to the Elbow chart with bend values pin-pointed by the python Knee locator 

package. 
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Figure 26: Elbow Chart for ATP & WTA left and right-handed data partitions 

Based on the domain expert’s recommendation the cluster size for right-handed ATP players was 

increased from the knee locator selection of 5 to 6 for the K-Prototypes algorithm. 

The silhouette coefficient at the selected cluster sizes is presented in the table below. All numbers are 

above 0.3 indicating acceptable cluster models.[30]  

 
Table 4: Silhouette Coefficient Scores for selected cluster sizes of K-Prototype algorithm on relevant data partition 

 

Clustering - Variable Influence 

The variable influence in determining the cluster groups is shown in Table 5 with Height and Weight 

being the most influential. For the men the next most influential variable was backhand type in 

determining cluster group, whereas for the women the Dominant-Hand Backhand Grip or Forehand 

Grip played a more influential role. 
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Table 5: Top 10 Variable influence ranking for selected K Prototype algorithm on relevant data partition 

 

Analysis of clusters against key statistics 

The height and weight relationship between the player clusters is presented in Figure 27 and 

Figure 28. The Ranked order of ATP and WTA players based on surface specific ELO rating and their 

tour rankings is shown in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. R-1(ATP) and R-2(WTA) player clusters 

had the highest average ATP and WTA tour ranking respectively, and also had the highest average 

Elo ratings for all three distinct playing surfaces.  

The results of MANOVA shows that there was some significant effect of player groups on surface 

specific Elo ratings & contextual performance variables (see Table 8 – ATP, Table 9 - WTA). The P 

value on the dependent variable Playercluster is less than 0.001 (Pillai’s trace) indicating a 

significant effect of player types on the performance variables. The results of post hoc tests are 

presented in Tables 10 (ATP) and Table 11 (WTA) along with the descriptive statistics of some key 
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surface specific rating variables and contextual performance variables. The detailed player cluster 

names with an example of a player in the cluster is presented in Table 12. 

 

Figure 27: Height vs Weight ATP Players - K Prototypes Clustering Algorithm 

 

 

Figure 28: Height vs Weight WTA Players - K Prototypes Clustering Algorithm 
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Table 6: ATP Ranked Player clusters- Average Surface Specific ELO and Average Ranking 

 

Table 7: WTA Ranked Player clusters- Average Surface Specific ELO and Average Ranking 

  

Table 8:  ATP MANOVA Analysis for statistical variables 

 

  

Table 9:  WTA MANOVA Analysis for statistical variables
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Table 10:  Means (standard deviations) of Surface specific - and contextual performance variables for ATP Player clusters and MANOVA results of pairwise comparisons 

 
Table 11: Means (standard deviations) of Surface specific - and contextual performance variables for WTA Player clusters and MANOVA results of pairwise comparison 
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Table 12: Cluster Names and examples of players within a cluster. 
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Table 13: Shots hit from court segment by Player Type Cluster (Percentage of shots hit by Player Type Cluster in court segment) 

 

Table 14: Shots Chains (Ground Stoke only) hit from court segment by Player Type Cluster (Percentage of shot chains hit by Player Type Cluster in court segment)
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Sequential Market Basket Analysis 

Of the 47 matches with 61 unique players in the dataset - 40,814 ground stroke shots were observed, 

11,845 (29%) shots were hit from segment 5; 8,567 (21%) from Segment 4; and 6,765 (17%) from 

Segment 6. The most shots captured in the dataset were from R1(ATP) player cluster (12,814 shots) 

and R3(WTA) player cluster (10,639 shots) (See Table 13, Table 1615 and Figure 30).  

A total of 16,624 shot chain with ground strokes only were observed, with 9,939 from WTA players, 

and 6,685 from ATP players. The majority of shot chains hit from Segment 5 (5,424 – 32.6%), 

Segment 4 (3,609 -21.7%) and Segment 6 (2,919 – 17.6%). The R1(ATP) player cluster (4,261 shot 

chains) and R3(WTA) player cluster (5,001 shot chains) had the most observed ground stroke only 

shot chains (See Table 14 and Table 16). 

Table 16: High level statistics of the data set used in the project 

 

 

Figure 29: Heat map of Ground Stroke Shots from segments- Dashboard developed for tennis coaches and analysts 
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The results presented in Tables 18 to 41 indicate there are differences in shot sequences used and 

found success by different player types from different court positions. Results by segment are 

presented next. 

Result Summary 

Table 17 provides a high-level result summary of the six player clusters that had over 500 shot 

sequences in aggregate meeting suitability thresholds. The table shows most used, most successful, 

hidden gem (selected as most surprising by domain expert) and band aid sequences (best sequence 

from a bad segment for the player types). 

 

Table 17: High Level summary of shot sequences for the most observed player types 

Court Segment 5 

Table 18 shows the shot chains that met the minimum suitability evaluation metrics thresholds set for 

the project. Table 19 evaluates the success of these shot chains against the project’s success 

evaluation metrics. Table 20 shows the shot chains that have a positive per point outcome weighting 

by player cluster.  

The most utilised shot sequence (56 times) was the Backhand middle → Backhand Cross by players 

in R-3(WTA) with a weighted per point outcome of -0.45. When used it had a 35.71%-point success, 

none of that success was from points being won immediately when the sequence was used. 
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Additionally, when used, the point was lost immediately 32.14% of the time. This sequence 

performed worse against both baseline comparisons (Table 19). 

The Forehand Line → Forehand Inside Out hit by players in R-3(ATP) had the highest per point 

weighted outcome. This chain had a lift score of 2.74 (274% more likely than random) and a Zhang 

score of 0.75 indicating high associative properties between antecedent and consequent shots. 

This shot sequence was executed three times by two unique players, with the maximum contribution 

by a single player being 66.7% of all these sequences. The average ranking of the executed shot chain 

being 65.0 (Table 21). Table 20 indicates only four player clusters had shot chains that generated a 

positive weighted per point outcome (WPPO) shot sequence. 

Equivalent Tables in sequential order are presented for each of the following court segments. 

Court Segment 4 

The most used shot sequence in this segment was the Backhand Middle Cross → Forehand Middle 

Cross – 66 times by the R-1(ATP) player cluster (Table 22). This sequence had a negative WPPO and 

performed worse against both baseline comparisons (Table 23). Nine shot sequences had a positive 

WPPO (Table 20 and Table 21). The Backhand Line → Forehand Line sequence was successful for 

both the R-0(WTA) and R-2(WTA) player clusters, with both performing at least 10% above all 

respective baseline comparisons (Table 23). In the R-0(WTA) cluster, 4 unique players hit this shot 

sequence with the maximum contribution by a single player 74.07%, while in the R-2(WTA) cluster 6 

unique player hit this sequence with the maximum contribution of 35.71%. When comparing the 

median rankings of both clusters to the average ranking of the executed shot chain – the R-0(WTA) 

was in line with the clusters median ranking, whereas R- 2(WTA) was considerably higher (See 

Table 7 vs Table 25). 

Court Segment 6 

The Forehand Middle Cross →Backhand Cross sequence was used by players: 

- 41 times in R-0(WTA)  

- 29 times in R-2(WTA) 

- 17 times in R-0(WTA) 

- 13 times in R-1(WTA) 

For both R-0(WTA) and R-2(WTA) this sequence had a positive WPPO (Table 27 and Table 28) 

The Forehand Cross → Forehand Line was a shot sequence that four player clusters had positive 

WPPO from this court segment (Table 28 and Table 29). 
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The R-0(ATP) cluster have three shot sequences with a positive WPPO, the most of all the player 

clusters (Table 28). 

Court Segment 8 

The Forehand Cross → Forehand Line had 4 unique players using it from R-2(WTA) (see Table 33). 

The sequence was used on 8 occasions with a high lift of 3.06 and Zhang metric of 0.78 (Table 30) 

and outperformed the two baseline comparisons (Table 31). The R-2(WTA) cluster have five shot 

sequences with a positive WPPO, the most of all the player clusters (Table 32). 

Court Segment 7  

The 20 Backhand Cross → Backhand Cross shot sequences hit by R-3(WTA) player cluster is the 

most utilised from this segment (Table 34) and has a positive WPPO (Table 35). Table 34 shows that 

it was used by two unique players, with one of the players (Serena Williams) contributing to 94.4% of 

the sequences. The R-3(WTA) had four shot sequences with a positive WPPO, the most of all the 

player clusters, with R-0(WTA) having three (Table 36). 

Court Segment 9 

The Forehand Middle Cross → Backhand Middle shot sequences hit by R-2(WTA) player cluster is 

the most utilised from this segment (Table 38). It has a positive WPPO and outperforms against the 

two baselines (Table 39). The sequence is used by four unique players, with one player contributing 

80% of shot sequences used (Table 41). 

While R-3(WTA) had four shot sequences with a positive WPPO (Table 40), the sequences were only 

utilised by one unique player – Serena Williams (Table 41). 
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Table 18: Key Sequential Market Basket Evaluation Statistics for Court Segment 5 Shot Sequences. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 19: Shot Sequence success evaluation for Court Segment 5. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 20: Shot Sequences with a positive weighted per point outcome from Court Segment 5 by Player Cluster Groups 

 

 

Table 21: Positive Weighted Shot Sequence - Unique player contribution, maximum contribution percentage by a player and average ranking of executed shot sequence from Court Segment 5 
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Table 22: Key Sequential Market Basket Evaluation Statistics for Court Segment 4 Shot Sequences. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 23: Shot Sequence success evaluation for Court Segment 4. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 24: Shot Sequences with a positive weighted per point outcome from Court Segment 4 by Player Cluster Groups 

 

 

 

Table 25: Positive Weighted Shot Sequence- Unique player contribution, maximum contribution percentage by a player and average ranking of executed shot sequence from Court Segment 4 
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Table 26: Key Sequential Market Basket Evaluation Statistics for Court Segment 6 Shot Sequences. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 27: Shot Sequence success evaluation for Court Segment 6. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 28: Shot Sequences with a positive weighted per point outcome from Court Segment 6 by Player Cluster Groups 

 

 

Table 29: Positive Weighted Shot Sequence- Unique player contribution, maximum contribution percentage by a player and average ranking of executed shot sequence from Court Segment 6 
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Table 30: Key Sequential Market Basket Evaluation Statistics for Court Segment 8 Shot Sequences. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 31: Shot Sequence success evaluation for Court Segment 8. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 32: Shot Sequences with a positive weighted per point outcome from Court Segment 8 by Player Cluster Groups 

  

Table 33: Positive Weighted Shot Sequence- Unique player contribution, maximum contribution percentage by a player and average ranking of executed shot sequence from Court Segment 8 
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Table 34: Key Sequential Market Basket Evaluation Statistics for Court Segment 7 Shot Sequences. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 35: Shot Sequence success evaluation for Court Segment 7. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 36: Shot Sequences with a positive weighted per point outcome from Court Segment 7 by Player Cluster Groups 

Table 37: Positive Weighted Shot Sequence- Unique player contribution, maximum contribution percentage by a player and average ranking of executed shot sequence from Court Segment 7 
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Table 38: Key Sequential Market Basket Evaluation Statistics for Court Segment 9 Shot Sequences. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 39: Shot Sequence success evaluation for Court Segment 9. Support, Confidence, Lift, Leverage, Conviction, Zhang and Relation thresholds applied 
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Table 40: Shot Sequences with a positive weighted per point outcome from Court Segment 9 by Player Cluster Groups 

 

Table 41: Positive Weighted Shot Sequence- Unique player contribution, maximum contribution percentage by a player and average ranking of executed shot sequence from Court Segment 9
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Discussion and Conclusion 

The aim of the study was to find optimal shot sequences for different player types from different court 

positions. Due to the small data sample used (47 matches), not enough shot sequence combinations 

were observed and not enough player type data samples were obtained to draw any substantial 

conclusions or settle on any findings of optimal shot sequences for player types from court positions.  

Nonetheless the interim results show some interesting findings that should warrant further research to 

investigate further. Primarily, there is some evidence to suggest different player clusters have different 

shot sequence options from different court segments. Some examples discussed below: 

1) Deeper Court position preferred by taller, male and extreme grip players

Players in the R-0(ATP) playing cluster, who have a shorter stature had five shot sequence options 

from Court Segment 4, 5, and 6 that met minimum thresholds of the shot sequence suitability metrics, 

this was the most of any of the player types. A deeper look at the results showed the contribution to 

this shot sequence in every instance was from more than one unique player, with no player 

contributing to more than 50% of the shots to any of these five shot sequences, adding value that these 

findings are generalisable to the broader group of players falling within that cluster. 

An explanation for the success of R-0(ATP) in this analysis can be explained by research which has 

previously found that shorter stature players generate less ball speed off tennis strokes[34] and 

generally want more time to neutralise the power of bigger opponents, hence they play from deeper 

court positions as well as extend the rallies where they have an advantage. Shot sequences like 

Forehand Line →Backhand Middle Cross and Forehand Cross → Forehand Line from segment 6 will 

likely get the game to be more laterally movement based, which can create an advantage for players in 

R-0(ATP).

Another player type R-3(ATP) also had more shot sequence options from Court Segments 4, 5 and 6.  

This playing cluster contains players with extreme grips who need a bit more time for them to hit balls 

with their full swing paths[35]. These player types with these grips prefer to take the shot on the move 

in terms of footwork[36], which is more feasible from deeper court positions. Sequences like 

Backhand Cross → Forehand Middle can help these play a game which is more about using their 

grips to help generate added weight of shot (more spin) than hitting outright winners or go close to the 

lines. 

2) Closer to the baseline preferred by female players and bigger bodied male players

Female players had more shot sequence options closer to the baseline than from deeper position. In 

court segments 4,5 and 6 (deeper positions) no female player cluster had more than one shot 
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sequences option, whereas in court segments 7,8 and 9 (closer to the baseline), multiple female player 

types had more than one shot sequence option. For instance, the three female player clusters with the 

most data samples R-0(WTA), R-2(WTA) and R-3(WTA) had 8, 8, 10 shot sequence options from 

segments 7,8 and 9 respectively.  

These results can be put into context by existing literature which allude that Women’s tennis has: 

- Less court coverage[37] and explosive movement[38] compared to men’s tennis meaning

closer baseline positions are preferred to deeper

- Flatter ground strokes are hit [39]which are executed with better accuracy from closer to

the baseline[2, 39]

- More shots hit by opponents on the return, 3rd and 4th shots end up in parts of the court

that are better handled by racquet contact in positions closer to the baseline[40]

Bigger body males in R-5(ATP) also have better success from closer to the baseline than deeper, 

particularly from court segment 7. The time and space pressures[41] they create for opponents from 

closer outweighs what they can create from deeper. The movement and endurance deficiencies of 

taller players is also less exposed than if they were playing deeper in the court. 

3) Wider vs Central positions

Certain player types like R-3(WTA), had considerably better shot sequence options from wider court 

positions of the court, than they did from central positions of the court. Players in that cluster have 

semi-open forehand and backhand grips which explains their ability to hit the forehand line and 

forehand cross effectively on the first shot of shot sequences initiated from the Deuce side of the 

court, as well backhand cross and backhand line on the first shot of shot sequences initiated from the 

Ad side of the court. The time and space pressure created after these first shots allow them to have 

multiple other shots available to them on the second shot in the sequence.  

This advantage is not as great from central positions where they are unable to use the angles as well or 

change direction on a shot and have the same impact on an opponent. Therefore, from a tactical 

perspective they should focus on hitting a shot that allows them to move into wider position that 

allows them to initiate a subsequent shot sequence to take advantage of their strengths. 

Other player types like R-2(WTA) had slightly more shot sequence options from central court 

positions. These players are the bigger body frame female players that can have a lot of good shot 

combinations initiated from central positions close to the baseline where their power games can hurt 

their opponents but are more vulnerable from wider positions in the court. 
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4) Shot Sequences that worked for all

Some shot sequences were used by most of the player types, for instance the Forehand Cross → 

Forehand Line was used by seven of the player types with five player types having a positive WPPO 

and point success percentage above 50%. 

The most prominent use of this sequence came from court segment 6, where it was used 95 times. 

When considering putting time and space pressure on opponents this combination allows players to 

maximise the advantage by playing the Forehand Cross first that biomechanically can give them some 

extra racquet head speed than most other shots, but maintain a good level of shot accuracy [42], then 

allow them to continue the rally ascendancy by attacking with the Forehand Line. 

Practical Application – Dashboard for Opponent Scouting, Coach Education and Junior player 

development 

A dashboard was developed allowing users to drill into findings further. The users can apply a number 

of filters to see the results based on certain conditions – e.g. playing only against players from R-

3(ATP) Cluster or against left handed player etc. This dashboard can help individualise analysis to 

specific players or situations – e.g. match scouting an opponent. If used alongside models that predict 

a junior player adult height and weights, the dashboard has a ‘player cluster predictor’ view to show 

which class the players falls into. See Appendix – Dashboard Implementation Section 

Extensions and future directions 

More Data 

More data samples needed – estimated at least 1000 matches, with 15 matches per player cluster with 

a minimum of 4 different players from each player type. It would also be beneficial to have players at 

various ends of the ranking spectrum in each player cluster to help evaluate if the chain requires 

‘higher’ skill levels. 

By addressing the limited data sample in relation to player clusters, better analysis and comparison 

can be made between player clusters containing right-handed players vs left handed players. This was 

not possible in this thesis. 

The definition of ‘optimal’ could be also expanded further to look for shot sequences that are ‘hidden 

gems’ – e.g. found infrequently but had a surprising value when played. The greater the dataset the 

more of these that would be found.  
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Threshold Review 

The thresholds in this paper were selected with a combination of relying on similar SMBA examples 

and trial and error.  The dataset for the project was finalised in the last two weeks of the project 

timeline, hence the thresholds set could benefit from a deeper review and evaluation going forward to 

ensure shot sequences being captured were suitable for the analysis and/or shot sequences that were 

interesting were not being omitted. 

Future extensions of this work should consider adding another threshold requiring maximum 

contributions for shot sequences to be more evenly spread – e.g. under 50% by a single player.  

Alternative to WPPO 

Improvements could be made to WPPO to be more specific in assigning penalty or reward to 

immediate point outcomes. For instance, have the shot sequence scored against changes to court 

position of the player and the opponent rather than point outcomes. This could be a more precise way 

to attribute a reward or penalty to a shot sequence being played. 

Additional Clustering 

Clustering was conducted with top 100 ATP and WTA players. This should be expanded to include 

lower tier players. To be able to scale for the increase in sample size, the CV solution for grip/shot 

classification should be further developed (Appendix C).  With research indicating athletes getting 

taller and having a higher body mass[43], clustering will need to be revisited from time to time to 

ensure the feature importance attributed by the algorithms is still consistent with the game.  

Further Study – More Shot Types included in Shot Sequence 

Table 14 shows that while a similar amount of ground strokes is observed between male and female 

players, the later ended up with 3,254 more shot sequences that contained ground strokes only. This 

highlighted some of the differences in the men’s game with more points ending with the serve and 1 

ground stroke (Serve +1) or with the men using more volleys and drop shots in their shot sequences. 

These findings align with the Carboch[19] article finding men using the serve more to end points, and 

Fernandez [44] finding men are likely to use slice and volley more. A future study could look to 

expand the analysis to shot sequences involving the serve, return and non-ground strokes like volleys 

and drop shots. 

Other Improvements 

This study only considers shots hit by the impact player of the first shot in the sequence. There is 

research indicating that on court position of a player may influence the anticipation of shot 

outcome[45] by the opponent, therefore further analysis is merited to look at shots hit in-between the 
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players shot sequence by the opponent and the shots and court position after the shot sequence has 

been executed. This information is available to users of the dashboard built as part of this project. 

As shot sequences may diminish in value over time, a pattern robustness analysis should be 

considered going forward. This can be useful extra insight from a high-performance perspective to 

ensure shot sequences do not get overplayed.  

Adding quantitative time pressure metrics[41] to shot sequences will provide another way to rank shot 

sequences other than tying it to point result. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A- Literature Search Strategy 

Key words for each of the topics in Table 1 were searched on various research databases including 

Scopus, PubMed and IEEE Xplore and short listed with a suitability score according to criteria in 

Figure 30 and then categorised according to project relevance categories in Table 2.  

 

Table 42 Key Search Topics 

 

Figure 30:Criteria used to assess the quality and suitability of the literature to the project problem 
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Table 43: Research Paper Project Relevance Category 

 

The literature search process is summarised in Figure 32 where the databases searches initially 

yielded 116 articles, but through various screening and relevance determination processes 9 articles 

were found as relevant to the project, and 4 articles has significant enough to highlight in this 

literature review. 

  

Figure 31: Literature Search Process. 
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Appendix B- Tennis Grip Study 

 

Tennis Stroke Grips 

Tennis coaching expert Nick Bollettieri in his tennis handbook alludes to the significant differences in 

playing style brought on by grip choices.[46]  

Eng & Hagler[13] looked at the variations in grips used on two handed backhands on the top 100 

ATP (male) and WTA (female) athletes. In their paper, data collection consisted of manually 

annotating grip type based on close-up high-quality photographs of 5-8 strokes of each player. The 

authors independently verified the grips of all players to ensure inter-rater reliability. 

The study also included two different variations within grip types: 1. Precision Grip; and 2. Power 

Grips. 

 

 

Figure 32: From Eng & Hagler - Two handed grips ATP and WTA top 100 

The study did not look at forehand grips. 
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Appendix C - Deep learning computer vision Image classification 

An alternative way to collecting the player grip data using a computer vision deep learning transfer 

model (EfficientNet V2). While the manual approach was used, iwas tested to automatically classify 

forehand and backhand grips from player images. Code was written to use this approach with a 

pretrained transfer learning model (EfficientNet V2), however limited sample size and image quality 

resulted in a sub-standard validation accuracy of 73%, hence this approach was not further used, 

however work on this is recommended to allow for scalability in future applications of this work. 
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Appendix D – Backhand Type Grip Variable 

The new variable factors in domain expertise which highlights the greater difference in backhand grip 

handling based on if a single-handed vs two handed backhand was used. E.g. there is a greater 

distance between single handed and double handed open grip than single handed and double handed 

closed grips in terms of playing styles. This variable replaces Backhand Type and Dominant Hand 

Backhand.  

Backhand Type Grip =
Backhand Type 

Dominant Hand Backhand

Where Single Handed Backhand = -1, and Two-Handed Backhand = 1 

Equation 15 Backhand Type Grip 
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Dashboard Implementation 

 

A short video highlighting the use of the dashboard can be found at Dashboard Example - Tableau 

Tennis - YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANjPpg8lU9M) 

 

Figure 33 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Landing Page 

 

Figure 34 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Player Selection Page 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANjPpg8lU9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANjPpg8lU9M
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Figure 35 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia -  Main Summary Page 

 

 

Figure 36 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Shot Chain Detailed Page 
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Figure 37 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Shot Chain Summary Page 

 

 

Figure 38 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Segment View 
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Figure 39 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Scouting Page 

Figure 40 Shot Chain Dashboard Designed for Tennis Australia - Predict the Cluster for players not in database 




